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Abstract: Web services composition receives an increasing attention as a concept 
to build business processes from. This paper addresses the heterogeneity of 
business process modeling specifications in the area of web services. A new 
concept called metadata relationships (MR) is introduced to describe the semantic 
relationship between concepts from two different XML Schemas. This approach is 
applied for the comparison of concepts from BPML and BPEL4WS, the two major 
proposals to become a standard in the area of Web Service composition. Metadata 
relationships are aggregated to discuss the interrelation of these two specifications. 
The results show that there is a large overlap between the two specifications. 
Therefore, an integration of them into only one specification seems feasible and 
desirable. 

1. Comparing Business Process Modeling Methods  

Business Process Modeling (BPM) addresses the domain of logical dependencies of 
consecutive activities. In this area many different modeling methods have been 
developed to semantically depict these dependencies in a predefined syntax. The 
advantages of such formal methods are to be found in the ease of communication, the 
use of formal analyses, and the implementation in information systems.  

Business process modeling specifications in the context of Web Services  provide 
functionality like transactions, process execution, choreography of message exchange, or 
exception handling. These aspects go beyond stateless communication provided by a 
core Web Services’ architecture built on the Simple Open Acces Protocol (SOAP) 
[Gu03a], [Gu03b], Web Service Description Language (WSDL) [Ch03], [Gu03c], 
[Mo03], and Universal Description, Discovery & Integration (UDDI) [Be02]. Such an 
architecture involves three parties: a service provider, a service broker, and a service 
requester [TP02]. WSDL is used by a service provider to describe a service which then 
can be published in an UDDI registry of a service broker. A service requester retrieves 
the WSDL document via UDDI registry and uses it for binding. Messages are exchanged 
via SOAP. All these standards are based on the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) 
[Br00] allowing an easy transportation on top of common Internet protocols like HTTP.  



Various specifications have been proposed for BPM of Web Services . The Business 
Process Execution Language fro Web Services (BPEL4WS) [An03], the Business 
Process Modeling Language (BPML) [Ar02a], the Web Service Flow Language (WSFL) 
[Le01], and XLANG [Th01] are proposals dedicated to the composition of various Web 
Services to become a business process. The ebXML Business Process Specification 
Schema (BPSS) [UN01], the Web Service Choreography Interface (WSCI) [Ar02b], and 
the Web Service Conversation Language (WSCL) [Ba02] deal with choreography or 
conversation, that is the allowed sequence of message exchanges from an external point 
of view. All of these languages offer an XML-based syntax and they are specially 
developed to address requirements in the area of WS. Yet, the the expressive power of 
these specifications are too little investigated with respect to a common benchmark. Van 
der Aalst et al. use so called workflow and communication patterns and express them 
with concepts of BPML [Aa02] and BPEL4WS [Wo02]. But in order to better 
understand these two proposals , transformations are needed that map constructs of their 
meta model to other better known concepts. The DARPA Agent Markup Language – 
Services (DAML-S) [DA03] seems to be a natural candicate by developing a extensive 
ontology on Web Services. This paper complements the efforts of DAML-S by 
comparing the expressive power of BPML and BPEL4WS activities . Since the merger of 
WSFL and XLANG to become BPEL4WS they are the two major candidates to gain the 
status of a standard for Web Service composition. Both of these vocabularies are 
expressed in XML, permitting the comparison of their metadata, which are elements and 
attributes defined by their respective XML Schemas [Be01], [BM01]. In section 2 a new 
approach is introduced called metadata relationships (MR) and schema relationships 
(SR). This allows for a semi-formal, but in depth analysis of the semantic interrelation of 
metadata elements from two different schemas. Section 3 discusses metadata relations 
(MR) between activities supported in BPML and BPEL4WS. The final section outlines 
future research.  

2. Metadata Relationships and Schema Relationships  

2.1. Metadata Relationships  on the Micro Level 

The integration of data from different metadata schemas has been discussed since the 
advent of database systems. Classifications of potential conflicts have been proposed by 
[CW93] and [SPD92] to name but a few. Generally, a micro and a macro perspective can 
be distinguished. The micro perspective refers to conflicts due to different 
representations of concepts in two schemas. The macro perspective allows statements 
about the relation of entire schemas.  

We introduce Metadata Relationships (MR) as a concept on the micro level. MR refer to 
how concepts of a schema A are related to concepts from another schema B. Such 
concepts are identified by metadata elements of the respective XML Schema or DTD. 
Accordingly, we define a Metadata-Set MA of a schema A as a set of all elements and 
attributes that are defined in the XML Schema or DTD of A. A MR(a,b) is formally 
defined for a ⊆ MA and b ⊆ MB. 



MR may be of eight different types: the first three are called symmetric MR, the next 
three are called asymmetric MR, and the last two are called incomplete MR. The 
symmetric MR are related to cardinalities known from Entity-Relationship Diagrams 
[Ch76]. But in contrast to ERD cardinalities that refer to relations between entities in one 
single schema, MR refer to relations between concepts from two different schemas. 
Symmetric MR describe the situation when a concept a ⊆ MA from one schema A can 
always be mapped to a concept b ⊆ MB from the other schema B, and when this concept 
b can also always be mapped to the same concept a of the first schema. From this 
follows that symmetric MR allow bidirectional transformations. Asymmetric MR permit 
only one way transformations without loss of information. Incomplete MR refer to 
concepts that partially intersect or that are not included in the other schema at all.  

1. Symmetric MR(1:1) 
1:1-MR refer to concepts from different schemas that are semantically equivalent. This 
MR addresses naming and domain conflicts as describes by Ceri et al. [CW93]. An 
example would be “Auto” from a German schema G and “Car” from an English schema 
E. We then write 

MR(G.Auto, E.Car) = MR(1:1). 

2. Symmetric MR(1:N) 
1:N-MR address the problem of different levels of abstraction of two concepts. Things 
may be modeled in terms of data of metadata leading to meta-data conflicts [CW93]. 
Note, that a MR can only be symmetric when concepts b1, b2,...,bn of the second schema 
B describe a partition over the concept a of the first schema A. If there is a residue from 
the intersection of both sets of concepts, no round trip is possible without loss of 
information. For example, take two different schemas called A and B. A only knows the 
general concept of “parent”, B distinguished between “mother” and “father”. Then, a 
“parent” of A can always be mapped to either “mother” or “father” from schema B, and 
“mother” and “father” can always be mapped to “parent”. The concepts address the same 
set of instances without residue. A round-trip is possible without loss of information. 
The actual decision whether a parent is a mother or a father cannot be taken on the level 
of metadata, it depends on additional information from the data level. We write 

MR(A.parent, {B.father, B.mother}) = MR(1:N). 

3. Symmetric MR(N:M) 
The N:M-MR is similar to the 1:N-MR, but now both schemas describe a partition of 
one and the same concept, that is not explicitly modeled in both schemas. An example 
may be a schema P1 that differentiates between male and female, and another schema P2 
distinguishing between minors and adults. Both describe a partition of people. Using 
additional information from the data level, the metadata concepts can be mapped. We 
write 

MR ({P1.male, P1.female}, {P2.minor, P2.adults}) = MR(N:M). 



4. Asymmetric MR(1:X) 
The asymmetric 1:X-MR describes a concept that is a subset of the second concept. On 
the one hand, this allows for a transformation from the first concept to the second 
concept without loss of information. On the other hand, a transformation from the 
second concept to the first one leads to a loss of information, because not all instances 
can be expressed in terms of the first schema. Take a schema A that explicitly models 
the concept “bus”, and a second schema B with a concept “car”. All instances of bus are 
also instances of the concept car. But not all instances from car are also busses, leading 
to a loss of information when there is a transformation from B.car to A.bus. We write 

MR(A.bus, B.car) = MR(1:X). 

5. Asymmetric MR(N:X) 
The N:X-MR is similar to the 1:X-MR. Imagine schema A also containing a concept 
called “truck”. There is a 1:X-MR between A.bus and B.car, and also between A.truck 
and B.car. The N:X-MR is an abbreviation for this which allows to capture all to B.car 
related concepts of A in one expression. We write 

MR({A.bus, A.truck}, B.car) = MR(N:X). 

6. Asymmetric MR(1:S) 
The 1:S-MR refers to a subcomponent-relation or a definition. Concepts of the first 
schema can be simulated in terms of a block of concepts from the other schema. For 
example take a schema A.route and a schema B with the concept street. The concept 
route captures the semantics of a certain sequence of streets to follow in order to get 
from one place to another. This allows A.route to be simulated by a set of B.streets, but 
streets cannot be expressed in terms of schema A’s route. We write 

MR(A.route, B.street) = MR(1:S) 

7. Incomplete MR(X:Y) 
The X:Y-MR describes intersecting concepts with none of both being a subset of the 
other. For example take a schema A modeling an corporation having employees. 
Another schema B models football_player. These two concepts are independent. But 
they both model a specific group of people. Accordingly, there may be persons 
belonging to both groups. We write 

MR(A.employee, B.football_player) = MR(X:Y) 

8. Incomplete MR(1:0) 
This 1:0-MR refers to a concept of a schema A for which no MR can be found as 
described in 1.-7. with respect to another schema B. For example take a schema A with a 
concept “football” and a schema B with two concepts “car” and “owner”. There can be 
no object belonging to the concept “football” that can be expressed as “car” or “owner” 
of schema B. We write 

MR(A.football, B) = MR(1:0) 



2.2. Schema Relations on the Macro Level 

MR found between metadata elements of two schemas can be aggregated. This leads to 
Schema Relationships (SR) describing the interrelation of two schemas. SR may be of 
five different types. Four of those types (equivalence, inclusion, overlap, and exclusion) 
are described by Spaccapietra et al. [SPD92] as semantic conflicts.  

1. Symmetry 
Symmetry is the strongest SR. Two schemas A and B are symmetric when all of the 
concepts of A identified by the respective metadata elements have symmetric MR to 
elements from B, and when all of the elements of B have symmetric MR to elements 
from A. This includes that there is a set of transformations that maps A to B, and such a 
set that maps B to A without loss of information. Note that this property is stronger than 
equivalence. We write 

A ?  B 

2. Equivalence 
Two schemas are equivalent when they address the same set of concepts. Schema A and 
schema B are equivalent, when all of the elements of A have symmetric MR or 
asymmetric MR in which they appear on the left side to elements of B, and when all of 
the elements of B have symmetric MR or asymmetric MR in which they appear on the 
left side to elements of A. This includes that there is a set of transformations that maps A 
to B, and such a set that maps B to A without loss of information, just like for symmetric 
SR. But, in case of symmetry each atomic transformation is reversible. We write  

A = B 

3. Inclusion 
A schema A is included in another schema B, when all of the elements of A have 
symmetric MR or asymmetric MR in which they appear on the left side to elements of B. 
This includes that there is a set of transformations that maps A to B without loss of 
information. When a schema A is included in B, and B is included in A, they are 
equivalent. We write 

A ⊆ B 

4. Overlap 
Two schemas A and B are said to overlap, when there exists at least one element of A 
that has a symmetric MR, or an asymmetric MR, or an incomplete X:Y-MR to one or 
more elements of B. We write 

A ∩ B 

5. Exclusion 
Two schemas A and B are exclusive, when all of there elements have incomplete 1:0-
MR with any set of elements of the other schema. We write 

A ! B 



3. Metadata Relationships between BPML and BPEL4WS 

Process and Package 

In order to arrive at statements about SR of BPML and BPEL4WS, we describe MR of 
their concepts. Both languages are defined as XML vocabularies. BPML elements are 
referred to by using the prefix “bpml.”, BPEL4WS elements share the prefix “bpws.”. 
The bpml.package is the root element of a BPML file. It can contain multiple 
bpml.process elements. In BPEL4WS the root element is bpws.process, there is no 
correspondence to bpml.package. Both specifications aim to support the modeling of 
executable processes, but BPEL4WS explicitly addresses business protocols which is not 
included in BPML.  

MR(bpml.package, bpws) = MR(1:0). 
MR(bpml .process, bpws.process) = MR(1:X). 

Context, Scope and Data Handling 

A bpml.context is an environment for the execution of related activities. Activities use 
that context to exchange information and coordinate their execution. This includes the 
access and modification of property values, the instantiation of nested processes, the 
raising and synchronization to signals. Contexts also serve as container for exception 
handling, scheduling and implicitly for compensation activities. The bpws.scope is the 
corresponding concept in BPEL4WS that additionally may define correlation sets and an 
event handler. 

MR(bpml.context, bpws.scope) = MR(1:1). 

The bpws.faultHandler describes various faults that may be caught. The corresponding 
bpml.faults element also allows a variety of faults to be defined. A bpws.catch or 
bpws.catchall and a bpml.case or bpml.default element contain the activities that are 
specified in response to the fault.  

MR(bpml.faults, bpws.faultHandler) = MR(1:1), 
MR(bpml.case, bpws.catch) = MR(1:1), 

MR(bpml.default, bpws.catchall) = MR(1:1). 

The bpws.compensationHandler corresponds to the bpml.compensation element which is 
also a container for compensating activities. In BPML a bpml.schedule can be defined in 
order to represent time events. At the specified time event the schedule fires by invoking 
a process, or it can represent a time constraint by throwing a fault. The scope of 
bpws.eventHandler is a bit wider: it allows message events and alarm events to be 
defined.  

MR(bpml.compensation, bpws.compensationHandler) = MR(1:1), 
MR(bpml.schedule, bpws.eventHandler) = MR(1:X). 



Both BPML and BPEL4WS support expressions building on XPath 1.0 [CD99]. 
BPEL4WS defines the two extension functions getVariableProperty() and 
getLinkStatus(). BPML defines even 16 extension functions for process instances. In 
BPEL4WS bpws.variable elements provide the means for holding messages or data. 
This concept is similar to bpml.property. Assignments are made in both languages via 
simple activities bpws.assign and bpml.assign respectively.  

MR(bpml.property, bpws.variable) = MR(1:1). 

Relationships with other Services  

In BPEL4WS relationships to partner processes are modeled by the help of partner link 
types, partner links and endpoint references. The bpws.partnerLinkType characterizes the 
conversational relationship between services by defining roles. Each bpws.role specifies 
exactly one wsdl.portType, which is an endpoint reference. Services are modeled as 
bpws.partnerLink , each identified by a name and referring to a bpws.partnerLinkType. In 
BPML relationships with partners are modeled as definitions of services. The 
bpml.service assigns a qualified name to a URI in the bpml.location attribute that 
represents the location of the WSDL service description. This means the information 
concerning service relationships modeled in a BPEL4WS process, although explicitly 
denoted as preliminary, is much more detailed and structured than in BPML. From the 
WSDL file found at the bpml.location, bpws.partner descriptions may be generated, but 
partner information cannot be used straight forward to find the URI of the WSDL file. 

MR(bpml.service, bpws.partner) = MR(1:S). 
MR(bpml,{bpws.role, bpws.partnerLink, bpws.partnerLinkType}) = MR(0:1). 

Message Correlation and Exchange 

BPEL4WS and BPML use different concepts to grant correlation of messages to a 
process instance. In BPEL4WS a bpws.correlationSet is a named group of properties that 
serve to link a conversation to a business protocol instance. Correlation sets resemble 
late-bound constants that cannot be changed during the lifetime of a scope they belong 
to. Its values can be interpreted as aliases for the identity of the process instance. In 
BPML an identifier is generated that should be universially unique according to the 
UUID scheme [Op98], thus there is nothing like a correlation set.  

MR(bpml , bpws.correlationSet) = MR(0:1). 

For message exchange of activities both specifications permit to define input and output. 
BPML activities use the elements bpml.input and bpml.output to refer to properties and 
their values. In BPEL4WS the attributes bpws.inputVariable and bpws.outputVariable 
are used for that.  

MR(bpml.input, bpws.inputVariable) = MR(1:1), 
MR(bpml.output, bpws.outputVariable) = MR(1:1). 



Simple and Basic Activities  

The bpml.action-activity is used to perform or invoke single operations that involve the 
exchange of input and output messages. The operation is not actually defined by 
bpml.action, rather WSDL operations are referred to using the wsdl.portType and 
wsdl.operation attributes. The bpml.action construct can both be used to send, receive, 
and reply to messages. This is exactly the scope of bpws.invoke, bpws.receive, and 
bpws.reply. This implies that there is a symmetric 1:N-MR between the concepts: 

MR(bpml.action, {bpws.invoke, bpws.receive, bpws.reply}) = MR(1:N). 

In BPML bpml.assign is used to assign a new value to a property of the process context. 
BPEL4WS defines containers in order to temporarily store process information. 
Accordingly, the bpws.assign changes the value of a message hold in a container. This 
constitutes a 1:1-MR between the two concepts: 

MR(bpml.assign, bpws.assign) = MR(1:1). 

In BPEL4WS there is no symmetric concept to bpml.call and bpml.spawn. Actually, that 
is not a shortcoming of BPEL4WS. This difference is explained by the different scope of 
bpml- and bpel-documents. The root element bpml.package permits the definition of an 
arbitrary number of top-level bpml.process elements. BPEL4WS documents can define 
only one top-level process, because bpws.process is the root element. Accordingly, a set 
of multiple top-level processes in BPML would have to be expressed by a set of 
BPEL4WS-documents each containing only one top-level process. A work-around might 
be to make these BPEL4WS-processes public available as a Web Service. Then the 
bpml.call to a BPML-process of that schema would become a synchronious bpws.invoke 
to a process that is now available as a Web Service. Respectively, the bpml.spawn can be 
simulated by an asynchronious bpws.invoke to a corresponding Web Service. 

MR(bpml.call, bpws) = MR(1:S), and 
MR(bpml.spawn, bpws) = MR(1:S). 

Although compensate is not explicitly mentioned as a basic or structured activity in 
BPEL4WS, it can be used together with scopes. A bpws.scope is comparable to 
bpml.context, because both define fault handlers, compensation, and data management. 
Accordingly, the bpml.compensate serves the same purpose like the bpws.compensate. 
The only difference is that in BPML the compensation process is identified by a process 
name, and in BPEL4WS the scope of the compensationHandler is referenced. 

MR(bpml.compensate, bpws.compensate) = MR(1:1). 

 

 

 



Matches can also be found between bpml.delay, bpml.empty, and bpml.fault on the one 
hand, and bpws.wait, bpws.empty, and bpws.throw: both bpml.delay and bpws.wait 
specify a delay for a certain period of time or until a certain point in time; faults can be 
thrown with bpml.fault and with bpws.throw; and bpml.empty as well as bpws.empty 
describe an activity of doing nothing. 

MR(bpml.delay, bpws.wait) = MR(1:1), 
MR(bpml.fault, bpws.throw) = MR(1:1), and 

MR(bpml.empty, bpws.empty) = MR(1:1). 

Specific features of BPML are the activities of raising a signal (bpml.raise) and 
synchronizing to a signal (bpml.synch). These two concepts allow the synchronization of 
parallel paths that cannot be expressed by a block like bpml.all or bpws.flow alone. 
BPEL4WS needs a flow-activity to be defined in order to allow arbitrary 
synchronization. The functionality provided by bpml.raise and bpml.synch is captured by 
bpws.target and bpws.source. A bpml.signal is then similar to a bpws.link .  

MR({bpml.raise, bpml.synch}, {bpws.target, bpws.source}) = MR(1:1), 
MR(bpml.signal, bpws.link ) = MR(1:1). 

BPML has a state model for process instances. A process that has been active may only 
end either in a state of completion or in a state of being aborted when an error occurred. 
BPEL4WS allows the explicit termination of processes by the help of bpws.terminate. 
This activity has no equivalent in BPML. 

MR(bpml , bpws.terminate) = MR(0:1). 

Complex or Structured Activites 

Complex activities of BPML are similar to structured activities of BPEL4WS. The 
bpml.all activity provides a parallel execution of its child activities, just like the 
bpws.flow activity. The bpml.choice executes one of multiple activities sets in response 
to a triggered event, exactly like the bpws.pick activity. Sequence and switch activities 
are also equivalent in both languages. In contrast to bpws.while as the only loop in 
BPEL4WS, BPML provides three different loop activities: bpml.foreach, bpml.until, and 
bpml.while. But this is actually not a difference in expressive power, because the 
bpws.while in conjunction with other activities can always be used to simulate bpml.until 
and bpml.foreach. 

MR(bpml.sequence, bpws.sequence) = MR(1:1), 
MR(bpml.switch, bpws.switch) = MR(1:1), 

MR(bpml.all, bpws.flow) = MR(1:1),  
MR(bpml.choice, bpws.pick ) = MR(1:1), 
MR(bpml.while, bpws.while) = MR(1:1), 
MR(bpml.foreach, bpws) = MR(1:S), and 

MR(bpml.until, bpws) = MR(1:S). 



Schema Relationship of BPML and BPEL4WS 

The comparison of BPML and BPEL4WS by the help of Metadata Relationships has 
revealed that the two languages have a lot of concepts in common like processes, 
activities, contexts, variables, fault handler, event handler, and compensation processes. 
But there are also concepts that are only supported by one language including the 
bpml.package and related activities like bpml.spawn and bpml.call; the bpws.role, 
bpws.partnerLink, and bpws.partnerLinkType; the bpws.correlationSet; and the 
bpws.terminate activity. For activities in BPML and BPEL4WS, there are two major 
differences. The first difference results from the different scope of BPML and 
BPEL4WS documents: one BPML document can include an arbitrary number of top-
level processes. In contrast a BPEL4WS document describes exactly one top-level 
process. BPML allows the invocation of so to say local top-level processes by the help of 
bpml.call and bpml.spawn. BPEL4WS can only communicate with other top-level 
processes when they are described as web services. Consequently, there is nothing like 
call or spawn in BPEL4WS. The second difference is the bpws.terminate activity which 
has not complement in BPML. 

These MR of activities from both languages permit a statement about the SR of BPML 
and BPEL4WS. The two schemas are not symmetric, because bpml.foreach and 
bpml.until have to be simulated in BPEL4WS. The schemas are also not equivalent, 
because bpml.raise, bpml.spawn, and bpws.terminate have no corresponding concept in 
the other language. BPEL4WS seems to be more detailed leading to greater expressive 
power; yet there are concepts of BPML that cannot be expressed in BPEL4WS. Still, 
both languages are overlapping with a lot of their concepts. This would make an 
integration of both languages not too difficult. Recently, the Organization for the 
Advancement of Structured Information Systems (OASIS) has formed the “OASIS Web 
Services Business Process Execution Language (WSBPEL) technical committee” to 
promote BPEL4WS. Now even Intalio, a major supporter of BPML, has joined this 
effort indicating that BPEL4WS could be the winner in the standardization process 
[Ta03]. From an academic point to view, there is no need for two largely overlapping 
languages. 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper a concept called Metadata Relationships and Schema Relationships has 
been proposed for the comparison of the two major specifications in the area of Business 
Process Modeling for Web Service, namely BPML and BPEL4WS. This approach 
clarified that these two languages largely overlap, and none of both includes the other. 
From an academic point of view, it is desirable that a joint specification would be 
developed. With major supporters of BPML shifting to the newly found OASIS 
technical committee for BPEL4WS, this seems actually to happen now in s ilence.  



We also identified a set of concepts that have to be addressed by Business Process 
Modeling specifications for Web Services. These findings have relevance also for the 
DAML-S approach towards a semantic framework for Web Service description. 
Building on the results of this work, it would be interesting and also desirable to 
compare the expressive power of DAML-S with concepts identified here. This will be 
the subject of future research.  
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